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Prada, with its  L'Oral licens ing deal, takes  next s teps  to divers ify product offerings  to include beauty care products  to support its  apparel,
accessories , leather goods , footwear, food and fragrance lines . Image credit: Prada

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

French cosmetics giant L'Oral has signed a long-term deal to create, develop and distribute luxury beauty products
for Italian fashion label Prada.

Prada will join the ranks of Lancme, Yves Saint Laurent, Kiehl's, Giorgio Armani, Ralph Lauren, Maison Margiela,
Viktor&Rolf, Guy Laroche, Proenza Schouler, Cacheral and Helena Rubinstein, all brands whose beauty products are
made by the L'Oral Luxe division.

"The Prada brand's unique and unconventional philosophy appeals to consumers around the world," said Cyril
Chapuy, Clichy, France-based president of L'Oral Luxe, in a statement.

"This license will give L'Oral Luxe the ideal complement to its portfolio of iconic brands," he said.

More than skin deep
Based in Milan, Prada is a family-run fashion brand that marches to its own beat with daring designs for apparel,
accessories, leather goods and footwear sold through 637 directly operated stores in 70 countries.

The group's brands include Prada, Miu Miu, Church's shoes and Car Show, as well as Marchesi 1824 in food. The
company also has eyewear and fragrance licenses.

Prada's deal with L'Oral will add to its bottom line and extends its brand to a category beauty that is dovetailing into
wellness, now a multibillion-dollar business.

Partnering with L'Oral is part of the growth plan. L'Oral has 86,000 employees, scores of brands in lines such as
skincare, haircare, cosmetics and fragrances at all tiers of pricing. Revenue last year was $30 billion.

THE PRADA license goes into effect Jan. 1, 2021.

"[L'Oral's] position and experience makes it the ideal partner for Prada to develop its full potential across a variety
of new projects, leverage Prada's well-established fragrance identity and reach even more audiences around the
world," said Patrizio Bertelli, CEO of Prada S.p.A., in a statement.
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